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1. Some Issues about Wisdom

– Main Epistemic Goal in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy

– Socrates/Plato

– Aristotle

– Hellenistic Philosophy

– Augustine

– Boethius

– Aquinas



1. Some Issues about Wisdom

– Gradual Disappearance of Topic

– Rise of Modern Science

– Dialogue Partner Changes

– Goals of Inquiry Change

– Look at curricula/anthologies- lack of discussion of wisdom.

– Interest in other fields – especially positive psychology

– Consistent focus in Asian Philosophy (Indian/Chinese)



2. The Virtue Epistemology Context

– 20th Century Epistemology. 

– Definition of Knowledge, Justification, Skepticism, The A Priori.

– Gettier – ‘justification’ and ‘truth’. Internalism and Externalism

– Analogy with Ethics

– Suggestion of virtue as epistemic term by Ernie Sosa (1980)

– Reliabilist versions. Goals achieved because of skill Greco (2010)

– Responsibilist versions, Aristotelian virtues Zagzebski (1996)



– Revolutionary suggestion of Virtue Epistemology.

– Focus of analysis is a person, not a proposition.

– Person has ontological priority (belief depends on person for existence).

– Person has epistemological priority (normative properties from virtue).

– Hence Agent A has certain traits which are conducive to acquiring true 
beliefs.

– Reshapes the way one thinks about epistemology

2. The Virtue Epistemology Context



2. The Virtue Epistemology Context

– Conservative version: Continue same tasks in different way -
Definition of Knowledge, Justification, Skepticism, The A Priori

– Radical Version: New Tasks – social epistemology, epistemic justice

– Distinguishing goals: Knowledge, Understanding, Wisdom

– Connection of ethics and epistemology

– Ripe for reassessment of Wisdom 

• (Sharon Ryan, Valerie Tiberius, Jason Baehr, Dennis Whitcomb, 
Stephen Grimm)



3. Aquinas on Wisdom: Context

– Why look at Aquinas? 

• Synthesizes prior traditions

• Comprehensive, integrated account

– Virtue Context

• ST I-II.55-58

– Intellectual and Moral

– Theological Virtues

– Infused Virtues, Gifts, Beatitudes, Fruits



3. Aquinas on Wisdom: Tripartite Account

– Theoretical Wisdom

• ST I-II.57.2; In Met 1.1; In NE, 6.4; SCG I.1-9

• Identical with metaphysics

• Knowledge of deep structures, explanatory, causal, more certain.

• Aristotelian requirements: deductive, certain, priority

• Architectonic role among other sciences

• Minority interest – leisure, ability, training, age



3. Aquinas on Wisdom: Tripartite Account

– Practical Wisdom

• ST II-II.47-56; In NE, 6.4-7

• Prudence is good counsel about living life and one’s final end (not 
about ultimate reality but about human interests).

• Deals with contingencies. Recta ratio agibilium. 

• Degree of certainty

• Intellectual virtue, yet required for all the moral virtues and 
governs them.



3. Aquinas on Wisdom: Tripartite Account

– Practical Wisdom

• Orders means to ends. Ends determined by synderesis – first 
principles.

• Analogous to nous in theoretical reasoning.

• Makes person good (unlike intellectual virtues – evil genius).



3. Aquinas on Wisdom: Tripartite Account

Wisdom as a Gift of the Holy Spirit

• ST II-II.45 

• Intuition of unlearned people having wisdom (vetula)

• Second-person knowledge, affective states

• Infused virtues – not acquired by effort or nature. 

• Knowledge by connatuality – training of inclinations and affections. 
Compassio.

• Two-fold Happiness: Incomplete/Complete

• Wisdom as Analogous Term. 2nd Person of Trinity



4. Problems with Aquinas’s Account

– Theoretical Wisdom 

• Aristotelian Science: Deductive model of knowledge – geometry.

• Role of necessity and certainty.

• Challenge of Skepticism and Fallibilism

• Leaves out most of what modern science investigates.

– Theoretical-Practical Distinction

• Distinction of Facts and Values less sharp (weighting)

• Query whether metaphysics is interest-free (diversity)



4. Problems with Aquinas’s Account

– Gift of the Holy Spirit

• Stump “medieval lore”

• Precritical use of scripture

• Problem of appropriation within Philosophy



5. Wisdom: What is it?

– Significance of Theoretical Dimension – worldview, shapes others.

– Directed to living well – eudaimonia

– Influenced by values – novel claim

– Applied and lived by possessor

– Not captured by accumulation-model

– Core idea is integration of cognition, value, action and emotion



5. Wisdom: What is it?

– “Personal appreciation of the role of ideas in living well”.

– This account compatible with variety: Christian, Buddhist, Naturalist.

– Allows mode of evaluation of competing views – what sort of forms 
of life do they foster?

– Not relativist. Allows for dialectical critique, but also for form of life 
critique.
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